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Foreword

Okay, I admit it. “Joy in work” sounds flaky. That was the reaction a friend of mine had when I suggested a couple of years ago that she add that to the strategic goals she was exploring with her team on a day-long management retreat. She did try, and her report back to me was this: “They hated it. They said, ‘Get real! That’s not possible.’”

Sad to say, I suspect that may still be the response of all too many workgroups and leaders, both inside and outside health care. “Hunkering down,” “getting through the day,” “riding out the storm” — these are much more familiar attitudes in inevitably stressed work environments, as truly good people try hard to cope with systems that don’t serve them well, facing demands they can, at best, barely meet. The closest most organizations come to “joy” is “TGIF” parties — “Thank goodness it’s Friday. I made it through another week.”

It has long seemed a paradox to me that such depletion of joy in work can pervade as noble and meaningful an enterprise as health care. What we in the healing professions and its support roles get to do every day touches the highest aspirations of a compassionate civilization. We have chosen a calling that invites people who are worried and suffering to share their stories and allow us to help. If any work ought to give spiritual satisfaction to the workers, this is it. “Joy,” not “burnout,” ought to rule the day.

In our work in health care, joy is not just humane; it’s instrumental. As my colleague Maureen Bisognano has reminded us, “You cannot give what you do not have.” The gifts of hope, confidence, and safety that health care should offer patients and families can only come from a workforce that feels hopeful, confident, and safe. Joy in work is an essential resource for the enterprise of healing.

Good news! Joy is possible. We know it is possible, not only from intuition, but also from science. This IHI White Paper summarizes a surprisingly large literature on theory and evidence about factors, such as management behaviors, system designs, communication patterns, operating values, and technical supports, that seem associated with better or worse morale, burnout, and satisfaction in work. It also cites a growing number of health care organizations that are innovating in pursuit of joy in work, and often getting significant, measurable results. (One of those organizations is IHI, itself, whose local projects are worth studying.)

Since joy in work is a consequence of systems, quality improvement methods and tools have a role in its pursuit. That is to say: organizations and leaders that want to improve joy can do so using the same methods of aim setting, tests of change, and measurement that they use in the more familiar terrain of clinical and operational process improvement.

So, listen up! “Joy in work” is not flaky, I promise you. Improving joy in work is possible, important, and effective in pursuit of the Triple Aim. This IHI White Paper will help you get started. And you might well find that the joy it helps uncover is, in large part, your own.

Donald M. Berwick, MD
President Emeritus and Senior Fellow
Institute for Healthcare Improvement
Executive Summary

With increasing demands on time, resources, and energy, in addition to poorly designed systems of daily work, it’s not surprising health care professionals are experiencing burnout at increasingly higher rates, with staff turnover rates also on the rise. Yet, joy in work is more than just the absence of burnout or an issue of individual wellness; it is a system property. It is generated (or not) by the system and occurs (or not) organization-wide. Joy in work — or lack thereof — not only impacts individual staff engagement and satisfaction, but also patient experience, quality of care, patient safety, and organizational performance.

This white paper is intended to serve as a guide for health care organizations to engage in a participative process where leaders ask colleagues at all levels of the organization, “What matters to you?” — enabling them to better understand the barriers to joy in work, and co-create meaningful, high-leverage strategies to address these issues.

The white paper describes the following:

- The importance of joy in work (the “why”);
- Four steps leaders can take to improve joy in work (the “how”);
- The IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work: nine critical components of a system for ensuring a joyful, engaged workforce (the “what”);
- Key change ideas for improving joy in work, along with examples from organizations that helped test them; and
- Measurement and assessment tools for gauging efforts to improve joy in work.

Introduction

If burnout in health care were described in clinical or public health terms, it might well be called an epidemic. The numbers are alarming. A 2015 study found over 50 percent of physicians report symptoms of burnout.¹ Thirty-three percent of new registered nurses seek another job within a year, according to another 2013 report.² Turnover is up, and morale is down.

Burnout affects all aspects of the pursuit of better health and health care. It leads to lower levels of staff engagement, which correlate with lower customer (patient) experience, lower productivity, and an increased risk of workplace accidents. These all significantly affect the financial vitality of an organization. The impact on patient care is even more worrying. Lower levels of staff engagement are linked with lower-quality patient care, including safety, and burnout limits providers’ empathy — a crucial component of effective and person-centered care.

So, what can leaders do to counteract this epidemic? The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) believes an important part of the solution is to focus on restoring joy to the health care workforce. With this in mind, IHI developed four steps leaders can take to improve joy in work (the “how”); and the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work — critical components of a system for ensuring a joyful, engaged workforce (the “what”). Together, they serve as a guide for health care organizations, teams, and individuals to improve joy in work of all colleagues.
To inform this work, IHI led three 90-day Innovation Projects on Joy in Work in 2015–2016, with the goal of designing and testing a framework for health systems to improve joy in work. The Innovation Projects comprised scans of the current published literature on engagement, satisfaction, and burnout; more than 30 expert interviews based on the literature scan, including interviews with patients and exemplar organizations both within and outside of health care; site visits; and, finally, learning from 11 health and health care systems working to improve joy in work as they participated in a two-month prototype program testing steps, refining the framework, and identifying ideas for improvement.

In addition to presenting the four steps and the framework, this white paper describes specific changes to test, discusses practical issues in measuring joy in work, presents examples from organizations involved in testing and implementation, and includes self-assessment tools for health care organizations looking to understand their current state.

**Why Use the Term “Joy in Work”?**

Why “joy in work”? And why now? Some may think focusing on joy in health care — a physically, intellectually, and emotionally demanding profession — is a distant goal. But focusing on joy is important for three fundamental reasons.

First, focusing on joy, as opposed to focusing only on burnout or low levels of staff engagement, accords with an approach applied to solving many intractable problems in health and health care. It’s tempting to analyze a problem by only paying attention to deficits or gaps. But to get to solutions, it is essential to identify, understand, and leverage all the assets that can be brought to bear, and joy is one of health care’s greatest assets. Health care is one of the few professions that regularly provides the opportunity for its workforce to profoundly improve lives. Caring and healing should be naturally joyful activities. The compassion and dedication of health care staff are key assets that, if nurtured and not impeded, can lead to joy as well as to effective and empathetic care. This assets-based approach to improvement enables people to look at issues from different perspectives, which often leads to designing more innovative solutions.

The sociologist Aaron Antonovksy taught us to think of health as more than merely the absence of disease. Health is about coherence, he said — a sense that life is comprehensible, manageable, and meaningful.3 Following Antonovksy’s lead, the second reason to focus on joy in work is because joy is about more than the absence of burnout. Joy, like Antonovsky’s conception of health, is about connections to meaning and purpose. By focusing on joy through this lens, health care leaders can reduce burnout while simultaneously building the resilience health care workers rely on each day. Again, the goal is to design innovative solutions by looking at issues from a different perspective.

The third reason for focusing on joy takes us back to W. Edwards Deming. His 14 Points for Management, first presented in his book *Out of the Crisis*, address joy, but use different terms. Consider, for example, Point 11, “Remove barriers that rob the hourly worker of his right to pride of workmanship,” and Point 12, “Remove barriers that rob people in management and in engineering of their right to pride of workmanship.” For Deming, “pride of workmanship” and “joy” were highly related, if not interchangeable.4 Later in life, Deming increasingly emphasized the importance of joy in work. In his final lectures, he routinely stated that “Management’s overall aim should be to create a system in which everybody may take joy in [their] work.” Ensuring joy is a crucial component of the “psychology of change,” one of the cornerstones of Deming’s scientific approach to improvement. In addition to being a core part of his theory of improvement, joy in work, to Deming, was also a fundamental right. It is up to leaders, he argued, to ensure that workers can enjoy that right.
Fairness and Equity as Contributors to Joy in Work

Individuals who experience unfairness and inequity at work, or even outside of work, feel disempowered and will likely disengage, regardless of the basis for the inequity. Links have been made between race and ethnicity and wellbeing, showing various racial and ethnic groups experiencing less joy in work. The National Health Service in England went about measuring this within their environment and found significant disparities between the experience of white employees and that of black, minority, and ethnic employees. They went further to show that the sites with the highest rates of discrimination against minorities had the lowest patient experience scores. Besides indicating toxic environments for individuals and teams, addressing racism and inequity in the workplace becomes a quality-of-care imperative.

Focusing on equity can also lead to improving joy in work. For example, Henry Ford Health System’s emphasis on health care equity has been a driver of employee engagement. They administered a Gallup Employee Engagement survey and found that employees involved in health care equity work were seven times more engaged than other employees. The IHI White Paper, *Achieving Health Equity: A Guide for Health Care Organizations*, offers a framework for health care organizations to improve health equity for their staff and the communities they serve.

Regardless of the approach taken, health care organizations need the full engagement of all staff members in the mission. If individuals disengage, group output becomes less diverse, opinions are marginalized, decisions and performance suffer, and consequently, patients suffer. When everyone is engaged in an equitable and diverse environment, they feel as though they can listen to what matters to patients and colleagues; comfortably ask questions, request help, or challenge what’s happening; and use teamwork to successfully solve challenges. All of these contribute to a positive work experience and enable the entire team to experience joy in work.

The Case for Improving Joy in Work

Perhaps the best case for improving joy is that it incorporates the most essential aspects of positive daily work life. A focus on joy is a step toward creating safe, humane places for people to find meaning and purpose in their work.

There is also a strong business case for improving joy in work. Recognizing that joy does not yet have a single validated measure, which we’ll discuss more in the measurement section, the business case draws on outcomes of the work environment, including engagement, satisfaction, patient experience, burnout, and turnover rates.

Engagement is an imprecise but often-used proxy measure for joy. An engaged workforce is one that holds a positive attitude toward the organization and its values, and is foundational to creating high-performing organizations. When researchers studied human capital management drivers, they found that traditional Human Resources metrics (e.g., average time to fill open positions and total hours of training provided) do not predict organizational performance. Rather, a score of human capital drivers including employee engagement, among other factors, was more relevant. A UK study also demonstrated the relationship of performance and profitability with employee engagement. These and other studies confirm the intuitive: improving engagement contributes to improved performance. It enables greater professional productivity with lower turnover rates. Joy in work, in turn, improves patient experience, outcomes, and safety, resulting in substantially lower costs.
Many have documented this correlation between greater employee satisfaction and safer, more efficient patient care. There is ample evidence that management practices to produce a joyful, engaged workforce are associated with fewer medical errors and better patient experience; less waste; higher employee productivity; and more discretionary effort on the part of staff and reduced turnover, leading to better financial performance.

Studies have also shown a link between job dissatisfaction and plans for leaving a job. By considering employee turnover as a factor that’s associated with joy in work, it is possible to make an explicit financial case as well. One study showed that lost revenue for replacing one full-time equivalent (FTE) physician is $990,034, plus recruitment costs of $61,200 and annual start-up costs of $211,063. That means replacing one departing physician and on-boarding a new physician will cost the organization more than $1 million ($1,262,297). Finally, measuring joy and sharing the measurement results externally helps attract and retain top performers to an organization.

**Four Steps for Leaders**

As IHI engaged with partners in thinking about how to restore, foster, and nurture joy in the health care workforce, it became evident that leaders often find it challenging to see a way to move from the current state to “joy in work.” Here are four steps leaders can take to find a path forward.

**Figure 1. Four Steps for Leaders**

1. Ask staff, “What matters to you?”
2. Identify unique impediments to joy in work in the local context
3. Commit to a systems approach to making joy in work a shared responsibility at all levels of the organization
4. Use improvement science to test approaches to improving joy in work in your organization

Figure 1 depicts the steps as stairs, to illustrate that each step serves as the foundation for the steps that follow. First, leaders engage colleagues to identify what matters to them in their work (Step 1). Next, leaders identify the processes, issues, or circumstances that are impediments to what matters — the “pebbles in their shoes” that get in the way of meeting professional, social, and psychological needs (Step 2). Then, in partnership, multidisciplinary teams come together and share responsibility for removing these impediments (focusing on nine critical components), and for improving and sustaining joy (Step 3). Leaders and staff use improvement science together to accelerate improvement and create a more joyful and productive place to work (Step 4).

The four steps do not ignore the larger organizational issues, or “boulders,” that exist, such as the impact of electronic health record functionality on clinicians’ daily work, or workload and staffing issues. Rather, the steps empower local teams to identify and address impediments they can
change, while larger system-wide issues that affect joy in work are also being prioritized and addressed by senior leaders. This process converts the conversation from “If only they would...” to “What can we do today?” It helps everyone see the organization as “us” and not “them.”

Creating joy and engagement in the workplace is a key role of effective leaders. IHI’s High-Impact Leadership Framework describes leaders’ actions that make them effective, from being an authentic presence at the front line to staying focused on mission and what matters, and identifies attention to joy in work as a major component of the leadership role. These leadership actions also give meaning to work, promote camaraderie, and are essential to improving joy. Similarly, everything we know about improving safety in health care relies on ensuring a fair and just culture, effective teams, and daily improvement — those things that also contribute to joy in work. Safety, effective leadership, and a joyful workforce are inextricably linked.

Get Ready

Before launching into Step 1, three “Get Ready” actions will establish a foundation for success. To embark on the steps without making these preparations risks derailing well-intentioned plans.

- **Prepare for the “What matters to you?” conversations**: These are rich, learning conversations — not intended to communicate information, but rather to listen and learn. Leaders are often ill equipped to have effective conversations with colleagues, and many put off these important dialogues because of two primary concerns: 1) What if colleagues ask for things I can’t do? and 2) How am I going to fix all the things they identify? Leaders rightly fear an avalanche of issues falling on them that they are unable to address effectively. Leaders and colleagues should recognize this is a different approach than the usual “I tell you what isn’t working and you fix it” approach. See Appendix A for a guide to conducting effective “What matters to you?” conversations and resolving issues that arise from such conversations. The guide helps leaders get started quickly and learn as they go.

- **Ensure leader capacity at all levels of the organization**: Leaders at the local level (e.g., program, department, or clinic) — referred to as “core leaders” in this paper — are tasked with guiding the work to improve joy in work in their respective areas. These leaders need the capacity (i.e., time to do the work and improvement science skills) and skill to facilitate the “What matters?” conversations, and to act on the issues that surface. Identifying impediments and then not acting on them intensifies rather than diminishes cynicism. For example, one organization testing these steps asked staff about impediments, but was unable to act at that time. A year later, when leaders returned to colleagues to ask about “What matters?” they were met with frustration — staff were hesitant to participate further because nothing had happened after their previous input. During prototype testing, sites found that they could begin tests of change on some local impediments almost immediately, especially if they broke these down into smaller segments. Sites that made progress on reaching their aims designated skilled and committed core leaders who facilitated improvement immediately, rather than waiting for an external resource team.

- **Designate a senior leader champion**: Optimally, joy in work is an organization-wide strategy, led by senior leaders and involving colleagues and leaders at all levels. Core leaders need to have at least one senior leader as a champion when issues arise that go beyond the scope of their local leadership. The champion also takes on the “boulders” that are too big for a local unit, and begins to address them in the larger organization.
Step 1. Ask staff, “What matters to you?”

This step is about asking the right questions and really listening to the answers to identify what contributes to — or detracts from — joy in work for staff (see Appendix A for a “What Matters to You?” Conversation Guide). For many years, IHI has been promoting the transformative provocation to ask patients, “What matters to you?” in addition to “What’s the matter?” Health care leaders need to ask the health care workforce the same question. Only by understanding what truly matters to staff will senior management be able to identify and remove barriers to joy.

During the IHI prototype testing, some sites found it helpful to start with identifying a senior leader champion who commits to making joy in work a shared responsibility at all levels (Step 3). Highlighting senior leader support enabled staff to feel more comfortable bringing up issues and being honest about what matters to them. At these sites, teams needed assurance that change was an option before they were willing to share. Whether or not a champion is identified at the outset, leaders can support the process and show a genuine interest in the wellbeing of individuals and teams by regularly engaging colleagues in discussions to identify the unique local and organizational opportunities to improve joy in work.

Discovering what matters relies heavily on trusting relationships and assumes that leaders know how to listen. This is not always the case. Strong leaders use effective listening and communication skills to involve others, build consensus, and influence decisions. Teams have found success with using communication boards, surveys, regular staff meetings or more informal meetings to engage, inform, and listen. Identifying what matters need not take a lot of time. However, what works in one setting may not work in another. It’s up to leaders to find the method that works best for their colleagues and fits into the daily or weekly workflow.

By beginning with asking “What matters?” leaders engage in a form of appreciative inquiry that taps into strengths or bright spots, or what’s already working in the organization, that offer energy for change. Conversation questions may include:

- What makes for a good day for you?
- What makes you proud to work here?
- When we are at our best, what does that look like?

This then sets the context for asking what gets in the way of a good day or what makes for a bad day.

When leaders and team members are frank about what makes for a bad day, whether it is an overload of patients in a clinic or an inability to act on patients’ wishes for care, leaders and colleagues share the problems and ultimately the solutions. This creates a sense of “we are in this together.” While leaders may not take immediate action on all issues, the conversation establishes a place to start to make the work environment and patient care better. Through this process, leaders can begin to identify assets and bright spots on which to build, as well as defects in the system that might be improved. By cultivating leaders’ ability to work collaboratively, facilitate change, build relationships, and employ a participative management style, the organization will be in a better position to tackle complex challenges.

During the Innovation Projects, IHI interviewed a few organizations outside of health care that have done this well. Howard Behar, former president of Starbucks Coffee Company, shared that listening and ensuring people feel heard has been the cornerstone of their work. “Leaders can’t always do something to improve the problem, but they can listen and try,” Behar said. “The tension
goes away as soon as people feel like their feedback is valued.” One way Starbucks did this was through “Mission Review” cards. Every employee was given a postcard-sized card and encouraged to report any decision that did not, in their opinion, support the company’s mission statement to a “Mission Review” team. Employees received a response from leadership within two weeks.

**Step 2. Identify unique impediments to joy in work in the local context**

Steps 1 and 2 usually happen in the same conversation and continue over time. Having conversations about what really matters to each person builds the trust needed to identify frustrations they experience during the work day. Everyone must feel like their ideas, opinions, and comments will be listened to before they can be open and honest.

Just as answers to the question, “What matters to you?” will vary depending on the individual, the system-level impediments to joy in work will also vary depending on the organization, department, program, clinic, or team. Responses to this question, in combination with other real-time data collection and surveys (explained in the measurement section), enable leaders to build a comprehensive understanding of what contributes to joy in work in the organization, as well as what doesn’t.

In Step 2, identifying unique local impediments to joy in work is how leaders can begin to address the psychological needs of humans. By building on the “What matters?” conversations, leaders work with colleagues to identify impediments that exist in daily work — the “pebbles in their shoes” — and then set priorities and address them together. This offers everyone a chance to give input on which impediments to address, build camaraderie by working together to remove impediments, and practice equity in respecting all voices.

IHI’s work with the organizations involved in prototype testing offers the following examples of identifying local impediments:

- The University of Michigan Cardiac Intensive Care Unit aimed to engage members of their community in a discussion around joy in work, discover what matters to their team, and identify two to three areas in which to test small changes. To do this, they asked staff about what matters to them and what gets in the way of experiencing joy in work. They then asked small groups of nursing staff, cardiology fellows, and “scribes” to use check marks to indicate “echoed” comments to identify top priorities. This process provided everyone a chance to see the issues identified and to weigh in on what to tackle first.

- Many organizations involved in the prototype testing created regular huddles, workgroups, or team meetings as forums for members to share “bright spots” and identify impediments to joy in work. Huddles were used to ask colleagues to share what a good day at work looks like for them; what makes for a bad day; and what they appreciate or are grateful for. One site described this as a pause for a “joyful moment.”

- All organizations had some mechanism for making the identified impediments visible, such as a “What Matters to You?” or other type of communication board. For example, many sites posted sticky notes that resulted from conversations in meetings or huddles on a display in a team area, with an opportunity to contribute additional impediments or improvement ideas to the list. Making the impediments and associated ideas for improvement visible adds to the collective sense that “we are in this together.”
One area that prototype sites identified as a challenge in Step 2 is how to respectfully handle the negative team members — those who complain, but don’t participate in identifying solutions. Most leaders were pleased to discover that by initiating the “What matters?” conversation with colleagues first, spending time truly listening — rather than defending or saying why something will not work, clarifying what they heard, and adding the impediments identified to the suggestions list or notes — led to positive engagement. Emphasizing a focus on what staff can do together to address the impediments using improvement science methods and tools was vital for these teams. This led to previously negative members joining in as they developed hope that irritants in daily life would be addressed.

**Step 3. Commit to a systems approach to making joy in work a shared responsibility at all levels of the organization**

Making a workplace joyful is the job of leaders. Nevertheless, everyone from senior executive leaders to clinical and administrative staff has a role to play. From creating effective systems to building teams to bolstering one’s own resilience and supporting a positive culture, each person contributes. According to most sites engaged in the IHI prototype testing, it is critical for leaders at all levels to dedicate time, attention, skill development, and necessary resources to improving joy in work. Leaders from the American Association of Critical Care Nurses shared that it is vital to have a constant champion dedicated to joy in work to ensure momentum and sustainability.

Improving joy in work is directly linked to the skills of leaders at all levels. Organizations cannot just delegate responsibility for joy in work to the Human Resources department; it is everyone’s job. In Step 3, it is most important to note that although there is a shared responsibility, not everyone does everything. The IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work (see Figure 2) shows nine core components that contribute to a happy, healthy, productive workforce. (Each of these components is discussed in detail later in the paper.) In addition, the three outer rings of the framework show who is responsible for these components: senior leaders are responsible for all nine components; managers and core leaders are responsible for five components; and individuals, for three components. The responsibilities depicted in Figure 2 are meant to help leaders assess and plan for ongoing development of behaviors and systems at all levels to improve and sustain joy in work.

Certain barriers to joy need to be addressed before others and it’s critical to recognize some basic psychological preconditions for joy in work. With Maslow’s hierarchy of needs in mind, we identified that five fundamental human needs must be met to improve joy in work.26 These five needs play a central role in the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work (see Figure 2): physical and psychological safety; meaning and purpose; choice and autonomy; camaraderie and teamwork; and fairness and equity. The first four fundamental needs are discussed in more detail below. Fairness and equity were previously addressed at the beginning of the paper and contribute to each of the core components. While all five of these human needs will not be resolved before addressing local impediments to joy in work, actions and a commitment to addressing all five will ensure lasting results.
Step 4. Use improvement science to test approaches to improving joy in work in your organization

There are many ways to take a systems approach to improving joy in work. The aim is to make the change process rewarding and effective. Using principles of improvement science, organizations can determine if the changes they test are leading to improvement; if they are effective in different programs, departments, and clinics; and if they are sustainable. In IHI’s prototype initiative, teams used the Model for Improvement or another improvement method that was standard in their organization. In all cases, the teams set an aim for their work, decided on measures that would tell them if they were making progress, and selected components of the Framework for Improving Joy in Work as areas in which to test changes.

For example, one IHI prototype initiative team’s inpatient unit had the aim to improve staff engagement scores by 50 percent overall. By noting concerns in several units regarding safety and poorly coordinated care, and reviewing the components in the Framework for Improving Joy in Work, the team decided to focus on improving teamwork as a good way to raise staff engagement. Daily huddles had been successful in critical care areas, so the manager and some of the staff decided to test change-of-shift huddles as a standard practice on the inpatient unit as a way to improve teamwork and engagement. The team’s tests of changes included the following:

- **Aim:** Increase staff engagement scores on the inpatient unit by 50 percent by December.
- **Measures:**
  - Percent of shifts for which all teams had a daily huddle
  - Percent of staff that report they feel like a productive member of a team
• Changes: The changes included finding a time that worked for daily huddles for each shift, building a standard agenda that could be completed in 10 minutes, and specifying who on the unit could lead the huddles.

• Testing Changes: At this site, the team ran multiple tests on one unit the first week:
  1. Have one 15-minute huddle, with one team on the day shift, focusing on all patients.

     In response to what the team learned from this first test, the staff on the unit ran multiple subsequent tests:
     - Change the huddle agenda to focus only on high-risk patients.
     - The charge nurse runs the huddle.
     - Have the huddle immediately after bedside report.
     - Huddle at a different time for the evening shift.

     By tracking the percent of shifts with a huddle and percent of staff that report feeling like a productive member of the team, the leaders had a sense of whether or not daily huddles were contributing to improved teamwork and engagement. The team changed the measure from focusing on “feeling like a productive member of a team” to percent of staff responding “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” to the statement, “I have the tools and resources I need to do my job.”

  2. Once this first team had a process that worked for both the day and evening shifts, the charge nurse established tests for the three other teams on the unit. Each team created their own tests to refine the daily huddle for their needs, including the timing that would allow staff to cover all patients. By the end of four months, 90 percent of teams on the unit were conducting daily huddles. The evening shift was an outlier, so the teams decided to keep working on shift huddles over time. Engagement scores rose by 30 percent as a result.

  3. At this point, the leaders were ready to spread daily shift huddles to other units. Each unit had its own structures and routines, so the shift huddles had to be adapted in each unit location, again using a methodology to test changes and measure the results. Leaders also noted that feeling a part of a team and having the tools needed to do the work were not sufficient for raising engagement by 50 percent, and so began working on other changes related to the framework components for camaraderie and daily improvement.

This example highlights key elements of improvement science:

• Make sure the aim is clear and numerical (how much, by when).
• Start small and use data to refine successive tests.
• Make sure the change idea works before getting more people involved or spreading the change. With confidence that the change works, then try it in many different situations.
• Track results of every test, using process measures first and then ultimately outcome measures; share results openly and help team members understand and use the data.
• Improvement is participative and involves everyone, from senior leaders who set the organization’s strategic aim and support improvement, to core leaders who drive improvement every day, to the individuals who identify problems, seek and test solutions, and track the results.
Appendix B provides examples of suggested changes for organizations to test for each of the nine critical components of the Framework for Improving Joy in Work. Of the nine components, prototype organizations frequently cited camaraderie and teamwork as the most critical to their progress in the initial stages of their work. The following are a few highlights from the IHI prototype testing that can serve as a model for Step 4.

- The University of Virginia School of Nursing team found that using concepts from the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work was more effective than the standard committee-driven process. In previous surveys, employees identified a strong desire for time off, unencumbered by the expectation of responding to email. With a small group of staff, the team tested a small change: stop sending email to staff during their time off. The benefits were immediately evident, so they expanded the change to all School of Nursing employees with great success. In a follow-up survey after the change was implemented, 80 percent of respondents reported improvement in respect for their personal time off. Building on this success, the team is using the IHI framework to address other longstanding problems that affect staff joy in work.

- The Mount Auburn Hospital team used small tests of change to restructure their approach to engaging colleagues in efforts to improve joy in work and address issues identified by staff. They focused on re-establishing trust among staff to ensure them that concerns they raised would be addressed. Following each “What matters?” conversation, local core leaders posted the issues identified during these discussions on a board where they were visible to all staff. Then, as each concern was addressed with small tests of change, core leaders documented what was being done along with the resolution, including issues that had to be escalated to a higher level of leadership. Making small, visible changes on local issues, and being transparent about the work, alleviated staff concerns that their voices weren’t being heard and made the work environment more positive.
IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work

While the four steps (see Figure 1) are designed to provide leaders with a pathway for “how to get from here to there,” the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work (Figure 3) shows the critical components of a system for ensuring a joyful, engaged workforce.

As mentioned, four of the nine critical components for improving joy in work — physical and psychological safety, meaning and purpose, choice and autonomy, and camaraderie and teamwork — are fundamental human needs that require the greatest attention, perhaps first. For this reason, these four components, particularly physical and psychological safety, are elaborated on in more detail than the other components in this section. Fairness and equity, discussed earlier as the fifth fundamental human need, contributes to achieving success in all critical components.

Physical and Psychological Safety

- Physical Safety – People feel free from physical harm during daily work.
• Psychological Safety – People feel secure and capable of changing; there are respectful interactions among all; people feel able to question, seek feedback, admit mistakes, and propose ideas; and the organization provides full support for the staff involved in an adverse event (often referred to as the second victim).

We define “physical safety” as feeling free from physical harm at work. Health care workers, particularly nurses, have very high rates of acute and chronic musculoskeletal injuries, high exposures to blood-borne pathogens and other infections, and across the US there are increased incidences of violence in health care settings. Care facilities may be located in settings that pose risks (e.g., having to walk to dark parking lots or working in communities with potential safety issues). To be fully present at work, colleagues need to feel that adequate precautions have been taken to protect them.

We define “psychological safety” as people feeling secure and capable of changing; they are free to focus on collective goals and problem prevention rather than on self-protection; and they believe that no one will be humiliated or punished for speaking up. They know that staff will not be punished for human errors in unsafe systems, consistent with a just culture. Psychological safety is a team characteristic rather than an attribute of individuals. It is a climate in which people feel free to express relevant thoughts and feelings or speak up about unsafe conditions without retribution.

Psychological safety is founded on respectful interactions by everyone, and disrespectful behavior is rapidly and consistently addressed. People feel confident that others will respond positively when they ask a question, seek feedback, admit a mistake, or propose an idea. Consistent with exemplar safety environments, psychological safety fosters a climate in which raising a dissenting view is expected and respected, error reporting is welcomed, and people are willing to offer ideas, questions, and concerns. This allows for productive discussion and early detection of problems.

It’s imperative to put a focus on equity when addressing psychological safety. Every member of the team must feel respected and comfortable speaking up — not just some. A shared sense of psychological safety is a critical input to an effective learning system that leaders must develop.

Leaders build psychological safety through the following actions:

• Be accessible and approachable;
• Acknowledge the limits of current knowledge, frame the work accurately as complex, and show humility and fallibility;
• Invite participation;
• View failures as learning opportunities;
• Use direct, clear language;
• Set boundaries about what is acceptable behavior and hold others accountable for boundary violation; and
• Develop and sustain a just culture.

**Meaning and Purpose**

Do people find meaning in their work? Do they feel connected to a purpose that is larger than themselves in service to the community? Do they feel that the work they do makes a difference? Daily work is connected to what calls individuals to the health care profession. There is a line of
sight for each person from daily work to the mission and goals of the organization, and constancy of purpose is evident in the words and actions of leaders.

Outside of the health care industry, organizations like Menlo Innovations and Hospitality Quotient put an emphasis on the customer — those served by the organization’s work. Other organizations, such as Barry–Wehmiller, take a more iterative approach to living their mission, behavior, and values with a recurring mission review. Within the health care industry, finding meaning and purpose may be easier as these are inherent in saving lives and keeping patients healthy and happy. Leaders who frequently talk about the purpose of collective work and encourage conversations about the individual and collective purpose in the organization tap into the meaning that each person brings to their work.

Choice and Autonomy

The environment supports choice and flexibility in daily lives and work. Do people feel like they have some choice in how they execute their daily responsibilities? Do they have voice in the way things are done in daily work? Are they a part of decisions on processes, changes, and improvements that affect them? Do they have information to make informed contributions to choices in their work? Do team members have the performance improvement skills and support to improve daily work?

Participative management and shared governance are two longstanding approaches that offer choice. For example, Starbucks teaches that leaders and managers should listen to staff and include them in solutions. Zappos call center employees do not work from a script and are encouraged to use their imagination to work with customers. Not needing to ask permission enables these sales representatives to succeed. Empowered support staff members at Bellin Health can request the resources they need without having to go through leaders. In other health care settings, this means staff are empowered to make improvements and suggest innovations to the use of the electronic health record (EHR) to reduce the administrative burden and tasks which unnecessarily question physician or clinician judgment. This is frequently identified as a “boulder” in experiencing joy in work. From these examples, we learn that colleagues need the freedom and trust to make choices in their daily lives and careers, while following clearly identified necessary rules and guidelines.

Recognition and Rewards

Effective leaders understand daily work, regularly provide meaningful recognition of colleagues’ contribution to purpose, and celebrate outcomes. Some of the most meaningful rewards are rarely monetary. Organizations that are more successful in their efforts to improve joy in work begin to move away from traditional approaches that often have limited effectiveness. For example, while important for building camaraderie, parties and social gatherings alone are not sufficient to bring joy in work. It is the recognition, camaraderie, and celebration of team accomplishments that are validating, not the party itself.

Participative Management

Joy in work entails leaders creating space to listen, understand, and involve colleagues in providing input into decisions as an essential step in co-creation and participative management. Decision making involves clear communication and consensus building.

Participative leaders do three things:
• Engage before acting: They involve others in the beginning stages of an initiative to explain why the work is needed and gain commitment before implementing changes.

• Inform: They keep individuals informed of future changes that may impact them.

• Listen: They encourage colleagues to share, and listen to individuals at all levels in the organization. They consistently listen to everyone — not only when things are going well.

Camaraderie and Teamwork

Social cohesion is generated through productive teams, shared understanding, and trusting relationships. Do people feel like they have mutual support and companionship? Do they feel that they are a part of a team, working together toward something meaningful? Do they have a friend or someone who cares about them at work whom they can regularly ask for advice? Do they trust the organization’s leadership? Do leaders regularly practice transparent communication? Do team members regularly express appreciation for each other’s work?

Daily Improvement

The organization uses improvement science to identify, test, and implement improvements to the system or processes. Teams and the wider organization undertake regular proactive learning from defects and successes. Improvement in processes is part of daily practice.

Wellness and Resilience

The organization demonstrates that it values health and wellness of all employees. This goes beyond workplace safety to cultivating personal resilience (i.e., the ability to bounce back quickly from setbacks) and stress management; utilizing practices to amplify feelings of gratitude; understanding and appreciation for work/life balance and the whole person and their family; and providing mental health (depression and anxiety) support. Taking care of oneself is part of a larger systems approach to joy in work, not a standalone solution.

Real-Time Measurement

Measurement systems enable regular feedback about system performance to facilitate improvement. Daily, weekly, or monthly feedback is the norm to ensure effective data for ongoing improvement.

Responsibilities by Role

There is a strong relationship between the qualities of leadership at all levels and engagement and performance. When researchers studied nursing staff experience, the variable contributing the most to retention was management style. Other studies evaluating burnout and leadership quality of supervisors showed that positive leadership qualities of physician supervisors influence the wellbeing and engagement of individual physicians.

This is not to say that leaders are solely responsible for improving joy in work. Everyone in the organization has an essential part to play. Yet, leaders do have an important role in modeling the expected behaviors and in creating a culture that supports improving joy in work. For this reason, the change ideas that prototype organizations tested (see Appendix B) were guided by leadership behaviors set forth in the IHI High-Impact Leadership Framework. It is also important to note the concordance between these critical components for a healthy, happy, and productive workforce.
and the Framework for Safe, Reliable, and Effective Care, which also focuses on many of these elements as well as the prominent role of leadership.40

Senior Leaders

Senior leaders are accountable for developing a culture that encourages and fosters trust, improvement, and joy in work. They ensure that improving joy in work is a responsibility at all levels of the organization, beginning with healthy, effective teams and systems.

While senior leaders ultimately bear the responsibility for each of the nine components (Figure 3), some components are most under their locus of control. After ensuring physical and psychological safety, they then set the vision and model the way for the transformation that joy in work requires. Senior leaders are responsible for articulating the organization’s purpose, providing a clear line of sight from the work of each person to the mission of the organization, and ensuring meaning and purpose in work. They also ensure fair, equitable systems that embody the fundamental human needs that drive joy in work. By understanding daily work, leaders can recognize the context in which colleagues work, ensure the effectiveness of systems, and identify opportunities to make improvements and celebrate outcomes.

Managers and Core Leaders (leaders at the program, department, and clinic level)

Primary responsibilities of core leaders are utilizing participative management; developing camaraderie and teamwork; leading and encouraging daily improvement, including real-time measurement; and promoting wellness and resiliency through attention to daily practices.

Core leaders have the pivotal role of improving joy in work every day at the point of service. They work with their teams through the process of identifying what matters, addressing impediments through performance improvement in daily work, analyzing what is and is not working well, developing strategies, co-creating solutions with team members, advancing system-wide issues to senior executive champions, and working across departments or sites for joint solutions. This practice of participative management combined with collaborative process improvement makes it possible to meet fundamental human needs.41 As impediments are addressed, staff engagement improves and burnout recedes. Participative management results in greater individual and team productivity, while process improvement increases efficiency.42

One key to the manager’s role is balancing the benefit and burden of improvement. Research by Chris Hayes at St. Joseph’s Health Care in Hamilton, Ontario, shows that improvement efforts, however well-meaning, can raise the workload and stress on the staff.43 For example, installing health information technology has been reported as a cause of burnout, despite its value for safety and efficiency, because the workload in using it falls heavily on busy people, increasing their fatigue and stress. Wise managers select the improvements with high perceived value that ultimately lower the workload when they can. During any improvement effort, they monitor the staff for stress and take steps to lessen and smooth the additional work.

Individuals

Everyone plays an important role in nurturing joy in the workplace by committing to doing their best, having respectful interactions, identifying opportunities to improve, being part of the solution, speaking up, and cultivating their own wellness and resilience. Each team member has a responsibility to be a good colleague, in addition to role modeling the core values of transparency, civility, and respect.
Measuring Joy in Work

How can one measure “joy”? At present, there is no single validated measure of joy in work. Until there is, leaders need to draw on other indicators that are known to contribute to, or signal trouble for, joy in work.

Measuring joy in work calls for both system-level and local-level measures:

- Two or three system-level measures (such as satisfaction, engagement, burnout, turnover, retention, employee wellbeing, workplace injuries, or absenteeism) that can be reviewed at least annually to identify areas for improvement and to track progress over time; and

- Local-level measures or assessments that occur more frequently that local leaders can use for improvement on a daily or weekly basis. Daily or weekly assessments of joy in work are initiated and tracked by the staff themselves, along with the core leader of the unit, clinic, or department. The timing of these local assessments matters. Assessments can occur after an event, such as an adverse event; after an interval, such as a day or a week; or at random. It’s particularly helpful if data can be stratified by unit, department, discipline, and other demographic factors such as race and ethnicity. By drilling down into different units or groups of staff, organizations can identify areas in which to focus their improvement efforts first. More frequent and tailored data collection, and transparent sharing of results with each work unit and its leaders, allows for more real-time improvement and a better way to track the impact of changes over time.

Appendix C includes examples of existing measurement and assessment tools for improving joy in work that organizations may adopt or adapt. In IHI prototype testing, no single measurement system was used across sites. The most practical approach is to leverage existing measurement data (e.g., satisfaction, engagement, burnout, turnover, retention, absenteeism) and measure more frequently over time, if possible. Certain measures will be better indicators of the effectiveness of changes that are tested, and certain tools will work better at some organizations than at others based on a variety of factors (e.g., the type of work in which colleagues are regularly engaged, the capacity of individuals to dedicate time to filling out an assessment). Rather than starting from scratch, many organizations choose to incorporate a few questions from other assessments into their existing assessment tool.

Regardless of what is measured, leaders need to track data regularly, make the results transparent, and address issues that are identified as a priority. It’s important for joy in work to be a key organizational metric, on the same level as other organizational priorities and measures. This sends an important message to staff about the culture and values of the organization. Measuring joy in work can also help secure an organizational sense of “we’re in this together for our mission” when such measurement is used to demonstrate the link between joy in work and the patient experience, and to its impact on costs (e.g., staff turnover, recruitment and retention).
Conclusion

Improving joy in work is an underused and high-leverage opportunity for creating environments where people find meaning and purpose while improving patient experience, outcomes, and safety, as well as organizational effectiveness and productivity. The leadership and management practices designed to improve joy in work are some of the most high-leverage changes an organization can undertake since a focus on joy in work simultaneously impacts so many goals embedded within the Triple Aim.

Health care is in the beginning stages of recognizing the strategic significance of improving joy in work. The four steps for leaders and the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work provide an approach for organizations to begin that important journey. The opportunities to learn together how to build cultures that thrive through nurturing joy in daily work are immense. Let us begin and learn together.
Appendix A: “What Matters to You?” Conversation Guide

This resource is intended to help leaders guide conversations with colleagues about “What matters to you?” — Step 1 of the Four Steps for Leaders (see Figure 1). The content is derived from the “Listen to Understand” material.46

Purpose

To increase joy in work, senior and core leaders engage in effective, meaningful conversations with colleagues to understand:

- What matters to you in daily work?
- How to build on assets: What helps make a good day? When we are at our best, what does that look like?
- What gets in the way of a good day?

Principles

- Ask the question, listen to the first response, and then allow for deeper reflection about initial comments. Be comfortable with silence; practice curiosity and inquiry to listen — not just to hear, but also to understand.
- You do not have to fix everything now — the intention of the conversation is listening to understand what matters, then working together using improvement science tools to address the things that get in the way of what matters.
- Ensure that this work is done with colleagues and team members — not to or for them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1. Ask staff, “What matters to you?” — The purpose of the conversation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider asking a colleague who is a skilled facilitator to co-lead the conversations in team meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talk about the <em>purpose</em> of the conversation — why you are interested in what matters to staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share a story about what matters to you and what makes a good day for you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Step 1. Ask staff, “What matters to you?” — Build on assets and “bright spots”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do</th>
<th>Don’t</th>
<th>Steps to Try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ask staff members to share:  
  - Why I decided to work in health care  
  - What makes me proud to work here  
  - What matters to me in my work is…  
  - I know I make a difference when…  
  - When we are at our best, it looks and feels like…  
  - What makes a good day is… | Assume all team members will understand what you’re talking about immediately; they are often not used to being asked “What matters?”  
  Assume all will feel safe talking initially  
  Assume all have the same view  
  Mandate participation — instead, welcome and invite  
  Speak for others | Choose one question to get started, then listen and invite others to comment  
  Ask follow-up questions to clarify statements  
  Point out when bright spots are similar; identify the themes you hear  
  Capture what you are hearing so it is visible (e.g., on a whiteboard) and post the feedback in a location that’s visible to all staff |

**Step 2. Identify unique impediments to joy in work — The “pebbles in their shoes”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do</th>
<th>Don’t</th>
<th>Steps to Try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Ask members to share:  
  - What gets in the way of what matters (the “pebbles in their shoes”) is…  
  - What gets in the way of a good day is…  
  - What frustrates me in my day is… | Stay with general or broad comments ("never," "always," etc.)  
  Allow a single person to do all the talking  
  Assume people know you have heard them  
  Feel you need to immediately solve every issue identified  
  Think you need to do this all yourself | Choose one question to get started, then listen and invite others to comment  
  To move from broad comments ("always," "never"), ask team members to be more specific, to identify some ideas you might test as a starting point:  
  - “Help me understand what that looks like?”  
  - “What happened yesterday that would be an example of that?”  
  - Link to assets/bright spots: “What from our bright spots list would help us?”  
  - When one person is primarily talking, thank them for their comments and suggest, “Let’s hear from others on the team…”  
  - Acknowledge what you’re hearing (e.g., “The thing that frustrates you is… did I get that right?”)  
  - Capture what you are hearing so it is visible (e.g., on a whiteboard) and post the feedback in a location that’s visible to all staff  
  - Use brainstorming tools to generate ideas for overcoming impediments |
### Step 3. Commit to a systems approach to making joy in work a shared responsibility at all levels of the organization — Co-design next steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do</th>
<th>Don’t</th>
<th>Steps to Try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • List what the team identifies as bright spots and impediments  
• Ask, “What should we tackle first?”  
• Ask that all individuals participate in the local improvement work  
• Be specific about improvement (e.g., “We will develop our skills in improving this process starting tomorrow”)  
• Take immediate action with team members and ensure ongoing communication and follow-through  
• Ensure that patient and family advisors are part of care system changes | • Judge, accept, or deny ideas  
• Take it all on yourself  
• Ask, then do nothing  
• Allow large gaps of time to occur between the initial conversation and follow-up conversations | • Engage others and support creative thinking through the sharing of ideas  
• Use a short list of criteria to choose where to start — the issue…:  
  - Is something we can do in our area right away, beginning small tests of change within 24 hours  
  - Is an improvement that is a quick win  
  - Is meaningful to several team members  
  - Is one that team members are willing to test  
• You or team members provide brief daily updates to the team  
• Patient and family advisors can be a source of energy for the team and reinforce why it’s important for team members to act on changes that impact what matters |

### Step 4. Use improvement science to test approaches to improving joy in work in your organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do</th>
<th>Don’t</th>
<th>Steps to Try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Build on the previous three steps  
• Leaders role-model using improvement science (e.g., Model for Improvement; Lean) — improving with staff — as the organization strives to improve systems  
• Celebrate lessons learned — when a test fails, say “look what we learned from this” and keep testing  
• Begin to link the changes for joy in work to other improvements (e.g., how one improvement helps increase safety or efficiency)  
• View improvement as part of daily work, something that is an essential part of each person’s role  
• Put systems in place to monitor changes, to ensure they are sustained or to signal a need for further improvement  
• Use change ideas from Appendix B to challenge the team to continue to aim high  
• Celebrate small wins | • Try to “fix it” by yourself as a leader  
• Try changes that are too big or too complex, or try to change everything at the same time  
• Assume you know the solution  
• View this work as a project  
• Assume that changes will be sustained  
• Move on to the “next thing”  
• Fail to develop a short-term and long-term measurement strategy | • Develop a clear aim — have individuals co-create the aim (achieve what, by when) so everyone knows the target/goal you are working toward  
• Ask for volunteers, especially those who have a passion for change, to help with improvement  
• Go small to go fast — use rapid, short PDSA cycles to test ideas (e.g., test one small change this afternoon, in one location); if you can’t make progress quickly, try breaking the improvement into smaller parts  
• Build capacity — teach improvement science to team members as you do tests of change  
• Ensure patients and families are part of the improvement  
• Measure results — a combination of fast, short-term feedback and long-term feedback that includes process measures first, then outcome measures; share results; keep testing |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment — understand which changes you test have the most impact and then expand on these</th>
<th>Measure ongoing results to ensure sustained results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ask “What’s next?” and “What can we do even better?”</td>
<td>Provide regular recognition for the changes implemented and sustained over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remind team members of the progress made</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Change Ideas for Improving Joy in Work

Organizations participating in the IHI prototype testing to improve joy in work used and adapted some of the change ideas described below. The change ideas are organized by the nine critical components of the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work (see Figure 3).

While the change ideas apply to all colleagues, leaders have accountability to model the way while also expecting others to demonstrate behavior consistent with their position and skills. As mentioned in the paper, this framework draws key concepts from and accords with IHI's High-Impact Leadership Framework and the Framework for Safe, Reliable and Effective Care, since joy, leadership, and high levels of performance are inextricably linked. All three improve together, and conversely all three will decline together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHI Framework Component</th>
<th>Change Ideas to Test</th>
<th>Illustrative Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Physical and Psychological Safety | • Dedicate leader time, attention, skill development, and necessary resources to improving joy in work  
• Leaders role-model the behaviors that create and nurture psychological safety:  
  ◦ Be accessible, visible, and approachable to develop relationships with team members  
  ◦ Acknowledge the limits of current knowledge  
  ◦ Show fallibility and humility — do not have all the answers  
  ◦ Invite participation  
  ◦ View failures as learning opportunities  
  ◦ Use direct, clear language  
  ◦ Set boundaries about what is acceptable behavior and hold others accountable for boundary violation  
  ◦ Show respect for all staff, regardless of their role  
• Create a just and fair culture  
  ◦ Hold health care professionals accountable, but do not punish for human mistakes  
  ◦ Establish policies and practices used by everyone to address harm and safety concerns  
  ◦ Role-model and encourage staff to speak up if there is an issue that concerns them  
  ◦ Offer one-on-one, group, and peer support for second victims of adverse events, particularly events involving harm  
  ◦ Provide regular training and competency training to ensure skills and develop trust to achieve the desired culture | Chief of the Australian Army, Lieutenant General David Morrison, has said: “The standard you walk past is the standard you accept.” For example, if a leader walks past people speaking disrespectfully to each other and says nothing, it sends a message that the behavior is acceptable. Identifying and modeling behaviors also helps staff know what to expect.  
   
Leaders at Hospital Quality Institute regularly visit point-of-care staff to talk about what’s important to them with respect to safety, and to thank people for being open about safety risks and problems.  

Brigham and Women’s Hospital invests in supporting its Center for Professionalism and Peer Support. The Center serves many functions, one of which is as a confidential resource for any employee to raise concerns regarding unprofessional behavior by a physician.  

A study of the most effective teams and group culture conducted by Google showed teams that had empathy for each other, listened to all members of the group, and took turns talking had more shared knowledge and performed more efficiently as a team.  

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Kaiser Permanente regularly track and address work days lost to injury and share this data with the leadership team and staff (via a newsletter and their website). The organizations keep a running tally of issues that are addressed (updated monthly).  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHI Framework Component</th>
<th>Change Ideas to Test</th>
<th>Illustrative Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                         | • Address professionalism or disrespectful behavior concerns through established mechanisms to hear and address complaints  
  ◦ Hold professionalism education, including workshops to address disruptive behavior, conflict management, giving feedback, and teamwork  
  • Ensure that fairness is a value acted on every day  
  ◦ Establish equitable systems for core organizational practices or equity topics (e.g., salary, skilled supervisors)  
  ◦ Improve group culture by encouraging equality in distribution of conversational turn-taking and social sensitivity (perceiving, understanding, and responding to others’ points of view)  
  ◦ Address implicit and explicit bias in the organization  
  • Attend to physical safety  
  ◦ Ensure that systems, assistive equipment, policies, and practices that address workplace injuries are in use at all times, especially related to physical risks such as lifting, ambulation of patients  
  ◦ Use escorts, buddy systems, and other types of support in high-risk areas (mental health, emergency department, community outreach) as needed | Starbucks helps staff document the key elements of the desired culture in the organization through a Mission Review program. Staff are encouraged to speak up if they feel like the organization is not living up to the mission or values. This is escalated up the corporate structure through managers. Staff are also given a culture book that is written, shared, and reinforced by each employee. |
|                         | • Provide clear messages about organizational purpose and a line of sight, through clear and frequent guidance about the organization’s mission and vision, to connect team members to the meaning and purpose of their work  
  ◦ Highlight the importance of work in relation to existing goals  
  ◦ Make the line of sight to purpose a daily discussion  
  ◦ Leaders at all levels communicate the direct connections between the organization’s goals and everyone’s work (e.g., when infection rates decline, each local leader can point to the work of staff on their unit that contributed — medical, nursing, environmental services, and other staff)  
  • Focus on who is being served by the work and put a human face behind every statistic  
  ◦ Remind staff of the “why” and find new ways to reinforce it every day | Bringing in veterans to talk about their experiences in health care helped the staff at Veterans Health Administration connect their daily tasks back to the work.  
Conducting purposeful leadership rounds to engage team members in conversations about how they find meaning and purpose in their work is a highly successful practice. |
### IHI Framework Component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHI Framework Component</th>
<th>Change Ideas to Test</th>
<th>Illustrative Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                         | ◦ Use staff meetings or huddles as a time when staff can talk about why the work is important to them, and what makes for a good day  
◦ Engage patient advisors in sharing their stories to reconnect staff to their personal purpose, or incorporate patients as team members to regularly link actions to mission  
• Enlist staff participation in vision setting and critical analysis of the organization’s mission and goals | Many programs, departments, and clinics have a process by which staff list things that waste their time. The core leader helps identify which items are high priority and supports a pair of staff members as they work to remove the wasteful practice. The staff own and address the problems together.  
“Breaking the rules” is a concept in which leaders ask their staff, “If you could break or change any rule in service of better care, what would it be?” IHI Leadership Alliance members found asking this question enabled their organizations to identify areas where they might take direct action to reduce onerous administrative waste, in addition to eliminating habits and rules that appear to be harming care without commensurate benefit.  
Atlassian, an Australian software company, gives their developers one full day every quarter to do whatever they want. The only requirement is that they share their results at the end of those 24 hours. These days of autonomy have resulted in software fixes that never would have existed otherwise.  
Job sharing and staff-managed work assignments are well-tested ways to ensure clinicians have a choice about what they do and how they do it. At Bellin Health, teams redesigned the office visit to ensure that each team member was involved and working to the top of their degree in the patient interaction.  
Baylor Scott & White Health has worked to restore autonomy to individual clinics through leadership training for medical directors of individual clinics, and by supporting staff through electronic medical record changes. The lessons learned from the deployment of Epic in Central Texas were used to implement training and workflow in North Texas, focusing on staff efficiency and team care. |
| Choice and Autonomy     | • Design systems where staff team members can make choices they see fit, whenever possible  
◦ Make selections on products and services they use  
◦ Use flexible work arrangements  
◦ Ensure transparency of information so that colleagues can make choices based on current information  
• Make sure that staff have opportunities to voice what matters to them, in public (e.g., at meetings and on feedback boards) and anonymously  
• Enable colleagues to identify impediments in daily work through regular discussions and analysis, and engage them in making improvements to eliminate the impediments  
• Teach team members how to do the work and then how to make improvements when they come across challenges  
• Develop systems so everyone knows how they are performing relative to goals and what to do to improve |  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHI Framework Component</th>
<th>Change Ideas to Test</th>
<th>Illustrative Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition and Rewards</td>
<td>• Regularly recognize actions that reflect the mission, and celebrate accomplishments or contributions consistent with the organizational purpose&lt;br&gt;• Develop an understanding of the daily work lives of team members, including shadowing team members on a regular basis to experience the work through their eyes&lt;br&gt;• Provide meaningful celebrations and rewards frequently, emphasizing improvement, camaraderie, and teamwork&lt;br&gt;• Use financial incentives and promotions in a fair and transparent way, recognizing that these rarely improve performance but are important to individuals</td>
<td>Starbucks employees carry cards to give to co-workers whenever they witness a good deed or an action that reflects the mission. Veterans Health Administration and other organizations offer workload credits to staff for participating in initiatives outside of their job description that can be redeemed for perks and use of services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participative Management</td>
<td>• Systems are in place to cultivate capable and talented core leaders, specifically equipping them with skills in building trusting relationships, participative management, team building, and improvement methods and tools&lt;br&gt;• Be visible and connected; ensure executive and core leaders regularly do purposeful rounds in all sites&lt;br&gt;• Use “What matters to you?” conversations (Step 1) to ensure all colleagues have a voice in how to improve joy in work (this can be done through one-on-one conversations, huddles, or group brainstorming sessions) and include colleagues in co-designing goals, strategies, and actions appropriate for the site or program&lt;br&gt;• Use consensus decision making&lt;br&gt;• Employ shared decision making such as an interdisciplinary shared governance model&lt;br&gt;• Aim to eradicate non-value-adding work using participative management and performance improvement skills&lt;br&gt;• Demonstrate real interest in team members’ career success, resiliency, and personal wellness (see Leadership Dimensions Assessment Tool in Appendix C)</td>
<td>Seton Healthcare noted internal data showed that structured Leader Rounding by executives with managers and staff had a strong positive impact on engagement. IHI Leadership Alliance member organizations report that their executives spend time reconnecting to the work itself, for example, through clinical days or spending time greeting patients. These activities showed others that senior leaders valued their work and made leaders feel connected to the challenges at the point of care. Executives at Barry–Wehmiller teach listening to their leaders. They offer a training course, which includes storytelling, to help managers value listening to understand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camaraderie and Teamwork</td>
<td>• Create clear links between the camaraderie of team-based process improvement and joy in work&lt;br&gt;• Attend to the relationships and camaraderie within the team/unit  ◦ Take responsibility for respectful interactions and expect them of others  ◦ Invite participation on all topics</td>
<td>At IHI, each new employee is paired with an existing employee for their first three months at the organization to help acclimate them to the culture and processes, and to meet other staff. Menlo Innovations builds familiarity and connections among staff by assigning teams of two. Every week, the teams switch, encouraging knowledge sharing and capacity building, and ensuring that everyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHI Framework Component</td>
<td>Change Ideas to Test</td>
<td>Illustrative Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Organize social events for staff and families</td>
<td>has a chance to work together before they work in projects that need larger teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Pair employees and switch pairs frequently to transfer knowledge, build capacity, and familiarize team members with each other and working styles</td>
<td>When possible, make it easy for small groups of staff to take breaks and meals together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Encourage commensality (sharing a table) — those who spend time together over food (sharing a table) create a rapport that leads to better teamwork</td>
<td>Agree on a charity that the unit or clinic would like to support together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Build and support teamwork</td>
<td>Hospital Quality Institute builds teamwork between departments by holding mini-courses with an interdisciplinary group of staff. Leaders also go on rounds with staff to understand experiences at the point of care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Assess responsibilities of each discipline and cross-match with licensure limits and skill sets to maximize performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Redesign workflows that are clear, standardized where it makes sense, and waste free to ensure everyone is working effectively and at the highest level of their training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Role-model and train staff in professional and communication skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Create courses, rounds, trainings, groups, programs, and time for interdisciplinary interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Hold retreats to have important conversations, highlight linkages between departments, focus on problems, and begin talking about solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Use team-building exercises to build trust and familiarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Improvement</td>
<td>◦ Ensure all leaders have the required skills to lead improvement in daily work, are skilled in the identification and elimination of waste, and can coach teams to participate in improvement activity</td>
<td>A common list of actions for daily improvement includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Construct a feedback loop system; keep a running list of “pebbles in their shoes” with the status of each (e.g., escalated in the organization, improvement in progress)</td>
<td>• Standardize what makes sense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Implement changes in real time, if possible; use a fast-paced approach to testing changes to show progress quickly</td>
<td>• Everyone at every level of the organization knows what they are supposed to do and knows how to get help if they need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Use visual tracking of successes and failures of interventions</td>
<td>• Visual management practices — key measures are tracked and visible to all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Use structured methods to reduce work inefficiencies (e.g., “waste walks” are a structured approach to identifying waste)</td>
<td>• Standard use of problem-solving tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Ask all team members to:</td>
<td>• Protocols for escalating problems to the right level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Commit to improving performance and work processes daily</td>
<td>• Intentional integration — consideration of the impact of improvements across the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>◦ Speak up — with ideas, concerns, questions; help colleagues to do the same</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHI Framework Component</td>
<td>Change Ideas to Test</td>
<td>Illustrative Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Wellness and Resilience** | • Encourage wellness and resiliency in staff so each team member has the tools to better handle stress and turn to healthy coping mechanisms  
  ◦ Leaders should role-model individual wellness and resiliency by attending to their own wellness and resilience  
  ◦ Use mobile apps and other tools to promote healthy habits  
  ◦ Encourage colleagues to be leaders in adopting positive attitudes about work, as well as identifying opportunities to improve and be part of the solution  
  ◦ Employ mindfulness techniques  
  ◦ Three Good Things activity: Encourage team members to reflect on three good things every day  
  • Support staff through personal and organization-wide changes  
  • Make resources such as Employee Assistance Programs, wellness apps, and resources visible and accessible  
  • Ensure core leaders have competency in change facilitation to decrease stress during planned work-related changes  
  • Reinforce individual responsibility by embodying core values of respect, civility, transparency, and personal responsibility for wellness | At Mayo Clinic, core and senior leaders have incorporated the Healthy Habits into daily practice and they encourage colleagues to also use them:  
  • Physical activity  
  • Forgiveness  
  • Portion sizes  
  • Preventive health care testing  
  • Adequate sleep  
  • Try something new  
  • Strength and flexibility  
  • Laugh  
  • Family and friends  
  • Address addictive behaviors  
  • Quiet your mind  
  • Gratitude  
  Dartmouth Health Connect (Iora Health Primary Care Practice) fosters a community of health by having staff and patients engage in farmer’s market outings and five-minute meditation in the mornings.  
  Departments within the Veterans Health Administration encourage staff to use a free mobile app (Provider Resiliency) to track personal burnout and wellness, as well as to provide tips or information on how to improve levels of both. |
| **Real-Time Measurement** | • Create measurement systems that track and display real-time data and ongoing improvement  
  • Look for existing data in engagement surveys, safety culture surveys, turnover rates, vacancy rates, lost workday injury rates, or burnout scores to be able to track engagement and burnout regularly  
  • Make staff concerns and what matters to them visible and transparent, including posters/whiteboards inviting input on what matters  
  • Foster regular and open discussions about what is working and what is not, including regular huddles, workgroups, and team meetings to share bright spots and what a good day looks like | IHI uses pulse surveys, administered monthly, to track engagement and satisfaction. The results are reported to the entire staff each month, and staff are engaged in how to address specific concerns.  
  Baylor Scott & White Health survey of primary care physicians asks about their five-year plan as a burnout marker.  
  The Veterans Health Administration created an app to track resilience in real time through employees’ smartphones. |
Appendix C: Assessment Tools for Improving Joy in Work

As health care organizations begin working to improve joy in work, self-assessment tools help guide their efforts and measure progress — identifying specific opportunities for improvement, and determining if the changes they’re testing are leading to improvement. The assessment tools described below are intended to help organizations evaluate current levels of joy in work and assess the impact of their improvement efforts related to the components of the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work described in this paper.

System-Level Measures

Most health care organizations use standard, proprietary staff satisfaction or engagement surveys. Many vendors exist, including online approaches with templates just for health care. Below are other measurement approaches that our experts and prototype teams have found useful.

Net Promoter Score

The Net Promoter Score (NPS) was originally devised by Harvard Business Review in 2003 to indicate customer engagement. It is adaptable, however, to measure internal team members’ engagement.

To determine the internal NPS, ask individuals, “On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely are you to recommend this company as a place to work?” A score of 0 (zero) suggests that they would warn people away from applying and a score of 10 suggests that they would tell everyone they know to apply immediately. Scores of 0 to 6 indicate detractors, 7 and 8 passives, and 9 and 10 promoters (though some include 8 in this last group as well). Once responses have been gathered, calculate the internal NPS = (# of promoters – # of detractors) / total # of respondents.

When to use this tool: If your organization is looking for one overall measure of joy in work, this may be a good measure to track as it provides a sense of how colleagues view the organization.

Mayo Clinic Leadership Dimensions Assessment

The Mayo Clinic has recognized that leadership skill is closely associated with burnout. In surveys that assess the relationship between supervisor leadership qualities and burnout, researchers found that composite leadership scores strongly correlate with the burnout and satisfaction scores of individuals. Tracking leadership capability at the point of service enables senior leaders to identify best practices for spread and to intervene when a leader is struggling.

During prototype testing of the IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work, IHI created a short assessment tool that highlighted the most important dimensions of leadership (adapted from the Mayo Clinic assessment):
When to use this tool: The Leadership Dimensions Assessment can be administered to individuals or to groups. Individual data highlights areas where multiple supervisors or areas of leadership need additional training or improvement. Completing this assessment with a group facilitates conversations about bright spots and areas for improvement.

**Safety Attitudes Questionnaire**

The Safety Attitudes Questionnaire was developed by Bryan Sexton, Eric Thomas, and Bob Helmreich for organizations to assess their safety culture. This survey elicits health care provider attitudes using six factors: teamwork climate, job satisfaction, management, safety climate, working conditions, and stress recognition. The survey has been validated for use in critical care, operating rooms, pharmacy, ambulatory clinics, labor and delivery, and general inpatient settings.

When to use this tool: Use this survey to assess safety culture, identify areas for improvement, and highlight strengths across the organization. The survey can be used to establish baseline data on the existing culture of an organization, to compare culture internally between specialties, or to compare clinical performance between organizations.

**AHRQ Patient Safety Culture Surveys**

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) sponsored the development of patient safety culture surveys, customized by specialization — hospital, medical office, nursing home, community pharmacy, and ambulatory surgery.

When to use this tool: These surveys are used to assess the current safety culture within an organization, raise awareness of patient safety issues, identify areas for improvement, highlight strengths, and provide the ability to view the data over time. This data can be used for internal...
comparisons between specialties or areas of the organization, or external comparison across organizations and the health care industry.

**Maslach Burnout Inventory**

The Maslach Burnout Inventory, developed by Christina Maslach and Susan Jackson, has been widely recognized and used to gauge burnout. This tool addresses three scales: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and personal accomplishment.

When to use this tool: The Maslach Burnout Inventory measures respondents’ relationship to work; it is typically used to assess a group of staff members in an organization, rather than as an individual diagnostic instrument. The group scores can be correlated with other demographic information and used as baseline data to determine the impact of an intervention.

**Mini Z Burnout Survey**

The Mini Z Burnout Survey, developed by AMA StepsForward, is used to determine stress levels in the health care workplace and how they compare with others in the field. The short, 10-item survey measures burnout and the health care practice environment.

When to use this tool: The survey is intended to be distributed annually and completed individually by all providers within a practice. The data can be used as a baseline measure and as a gauge of overall staff wellness over time.

**Nine-Item Survey to Measure Physician Engagement in Addressing Health Care Disparities**

This survey was developed by Matt Wynia and colleagues at the American Medical Association. Although the tool was designed for clinicians, Henry Ford Health System modified it with permission to use for all staff. Because equity and fairness are central to a joyful workplace, assessing engagement levels can guide efforts for improvement.

When to use this tool: The nine-item survey is used to measure engagement (physician or staff) in addressing health disparities.

**Hackman and Oldham Job Characteristics Model to Job Satisfaction**

The Job Characteristics Model proposed a set of important job qualities, a set of psychological mediators that linked these job characteristics to outcomes, and a set of valued personal and work outcomes. Meaningful work was an important psychological state that mediates between the job characteristics of skill variety, task identity, and task significance and the outcomes of internal (intrinsic) work motivation, work performance, satisfaction with work, and absenteeism and turnover.

When to use this tool: This tool is best used with efforts seeking to improve meaning and purpose in work (e.g., efforts focused on job enrichment and improving the essential nature of the work performed).
Local-Level Measures

Daily Visual Measure

To measure joy in work in real time, IHI created a visual measure — a glass jar placed by the elevator into which staff drop one marble each day: a blue marble for a good day, where the individual made progress (😊), or a tan marble for a day without progress (☹). A designated staff member counts the number of blue and tan marbles each morning and tracks the total count. A quick glance at the jar enables staff to gauge the daily mood of the organization. Leaders also use this data to assess levels of joy in work over time.

When to use this tool: Real-time measurement can be used to engage staff in the daily assessment of joy in work. The data generated by even simple visual measurement tools — like the marble jar, or a whiteboard with two columns (one with a smiling face 😊, one with a frowning face ☹) on which staff indicate their “joy in work” for that day by putting a checkmark in the appropriate column — can help leaders quickly gauge the current environment on a daily basis.

Three Daily Questions

Derived from the work Paul O’Neill accomplished while leading Alcoa to be one of the safest organizations in the world, these questions have been adopted by the Lucian Leape Institute. To find joy and meaning in their daily work, each person in the workforce must be able to answer affirmatively to three questions each day:

- Am I treated with dignity and respect by everyone?
- Do I have what I need so I can make a contribution that gives meaning to my life?
- Am I recognized and thanked for what I do?

When to use this tool: Core leaders can use these questions as a basis for conversation in daily huddles or team meetings. Rather than being a measurement tool per se, the three questions can serve as an assessment tool by asking team members, “What would it look like if we could answer ‘yes’ for each question?”

Pulse Survey

Pulse surveys are a fast and frequent survey system, designed purposefully to avoid complex questions and give quick insight into the health of a company.

At IHI, pulse surveys are short (10 questions or fewer) questionnaires on a 5-point Likert scale (“Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree”) that are distributed monthly or quarterly (as opposed to annually). They provide the organization with frequent data to assess overall staff engagement and to see whether the efforts to improve joy in work are making a difference. The use of short, more frequent surveys allows for regular data collection without overwhelming staff or causing survey burnout.

IHI includes a set of core questions in every survey, with additional questions focused on a different topic each time the survey is sent out.
IHI Pulse Survey Core Questions (included in every survey):

- Overall, IHI is an excellent place to work.
- I believe IHI is going in the right direction.
- My immediate supervisor cares about the work that I do.
- I feel comfortable bringing up problems and tough issues.
- I feel that people at IHI respect and take into consideration all views expressed.

Example Topic-Specific Questions (included in one survey at a time):

January:

- I am confident about my future at IHI.
- My job makes me feel like I am part of something meaningful.
- I am satisfied with my work/life balance.

March:

- My current role enables me to build my professional skills.
- I feel like I have at least one person in a managerial/supervisory role at IHI who looks out for my professional development.

May:

- My immediate supervisor cares about me as a person.
- I have a friend at work.
- My colleagues at IHI regularly apply the IHI values in their day-to-day interactions.
- I am confident that I can participate effectively in efforts to improve IHI processes.

September:

- The IHI Executive Team cares about the work that I do.
- I feel well-informed about important decisions.
- I feel recognized for my contribution.

November:

- My pay is fair for the work that I do.
- My benefits package is good compared to others in the industry.

When to use this tool: The pulse survey can be used as part of your organization’s internal efforts to improve joy in work, regularly check in with staff members, and identify areas that need improvement. This is a good type of assessment to start with if your organization does not regularly assess staff engagement, satisfaction, and joy in work.
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